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Message from the Minister
In September 2017, Nova Scotia became the third Canadian
province to pass accessibility legislation. The Accessibility Act
demonstrates Nova Scotia’s commitment to being a more
equitable and barrier-free province. In the last four years,
government has built a solid foundation and began taking
strategic action to reach our goal of an accessible Nova Scotia by
2030. I am pleased to share the 2020–2021 report on accessibility
accomplishments from across many sectors in Nova Scotia.
We will never forget 2020–2021, a year when Nova Scotians
persevered through two waves of COVID-19. The pandemic has
been especially challenging for persons with disabilities in Nova
Scotia, as they faced additional accessibility barriers compared
to those without disabilities. We came together as a province to
respond to COVID-19, including working across government and
with partners to respond to the emerging needs of Nova Scotians
with disabilities.
There has been significant progress in 2020–2021 on
accessibility standard recommendations for education and the
built environment. The first set of recommendations for both
standard areas were submitted by the Accessibility Advisory
Board and released to the public. In February 2021, we identified
employment as the third accessibility standard area to be
developed.
Much progress was made in 2020–2021 to advance accessibility
planning through the work of prescribed public sector bodies.
The post-secondary education sector released and began
implementing Canada’s first post-secondary accessibility
framework, endorsed by the Council of Nova Scotia University
Presidents and the Nova Scotia Community College (NSCC). A
Regional Library Accessibility Framework is in development,
supported by regional library boards. Several municipalities have
started to develop accessibility committees and plans. As of March
2021, four have completed their plans.
In 2020–2021, government continued to demonstrate our
commitment to lead by example by implementing actions in the
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Government of Nova Scotia Accessibility Plan (2018–2021). Departments made
progress toward a campaign to raise awareness of barriers faced by persons with
disabilities, began developing mandatory accessibility training for public servants,
and conducted accessibility audits in government-owned buildings to inform
broader plans.
Together we will continue to understand and address accessibility issues as we
make progress toward an accessible Nova Scotia for all.

The Honourable Brad Johns
Minister of Justice
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Dedication
The 2020–2021 Minister’s Annual Report on
Accessibility is dedicated to Alexander “Alex”
Peeler, who passed away in July 2020. Alex
was appointed to the Nova Scotia Accessibility
Advisory Board when it was established in
2018. He was instrumental in developing the
board’s recommendations to government
on the province’s accessibility strategy and in
establishing the province’s first accessibility
standard development committees. Alex was very
involved in his community, and he was passionate
in his work as an advocate and mentor for the
disability community. He is greatly missed.
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Introduction: An Accessible
Nova Scotia by 2030
Nova Scotia has the highest rate of disability in Canada, with over
30 per cent of Nova Scotians identifying as having a disability.
On September 18, 2017, Nova Scotia became the third Canadian
province to pass accessibility legislation. The Accessibility Act
recognizes that accessibility is a human right. It commits Nova
Scotia to being accessible by 2030.
Under the act, Nova Scotia will become accessible by
preventing and removing barriers to
delivery and receipt of goods and services
information and communication
public transportation and transportation infrastructure
employment
the built environment
education
other activities
including persons with disabilities and other stakeholders
as accessibility standards are developed
putting those standards into action and making sure they
are met
monitoring, reviewing, and enforcing compliance to make
sure those standards are met
creating the Accessibility Directorate to support accessibility
initiatives and move broader disability-related issues
forward within government
creating the Accessibility Advisory Board to give advice about
accessibility matters to the Minister of Justice
Accessibility standards
help prevent and remove barriers to accessibility for
persons with disabilities
apply to government, the public sector, and other
organizations like businesses
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Accessibility Directorate
The Accessibility Directorate was set up within the Department
of Justice in the summer of 2017. It is one of government’s main
sources for hearing about and acting on the concerns of people
with disabilities. The Accessibility Directorate also makes sure the
act is put into practice and addresses broader disability-related
initiatives.
By March 31, 2021, Accessibility Directorate staff included
one interim executive director
one manager
one special adviser
seven senior policy analysts
one policy analyst
two research and statistical officers
one program coordinator
one administrative assistant
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Accessibility Advisory Board
The Accessibility Advisory Board was set up in February 2018. It
makes recommendations to the Minister of Justice on accessibility
matters and provides advice on how accessibility standards
are developed. Most of the board’s members are persons with
disabilities. Board members have expertise and experience in
many areas of accessibility. They live in various communities
across the province. See Appendix B for a list of the board’s 2020–
2021 membership.
In February 2021, four new members were appointed to the
Accessibility Advisory Board and five members were appointed for
a second term. A new board chair was appointed.
In 2020–2021, the Accessibility Advisory Board
continued its work with two committees developing
recommendations for accessibility standards in the areas of
education and the built environment
submitted to the minister the first set of recommendations
for standards in the areas of education and the built
environment, and then released them to the public
recommended to the minister that the third standard area
for development be employment
continued to give the Accessibility Directorate advice on
a multi-year awareness campaign about persons with
disabilities and accessibility, including reviewing and
recommending the campaign strategy, design concepts,
and materials
endorsed the formation of a Compliance and Enforcement
Working Group and supported the Accessibility Directorate’s
proposed approach to engage first voice and regulated
sectors when developing a compliance and enforcement
framework
made COVID-19 and the impact the pandemic has had on
persons with disabilities a priority area in its workplan,
received the COVID-19: Responding to the Needs of Nova
Scotians with Disabilities report in the fall of 2020, and
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encouraged government to continue to make it a priority to monitor the
barriers that Nova Scotians with disabilities are experiencing because of the
pandemic
recognized that COVID-19 is affecting the timelines given to prescribed
public sector bodies to set up their accessibility advisory committees and
accessibility plans, and supported a one-year extension to these deadlines
met with several community-based organizations and government
departments on matters of accessibility in Nova Scotia
Read more on the activities of the Accessibility Advisory Board in its annual report
here.
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COVID-19 Impact and
Efforts to Remove Barriers
Nova Scotia experienced two waves of the COVID-19 pandemic
between March 2020 and March 2021. COVID-19 affected many
aspects of life in Nova Scotia, including the way government
delivers programs and services. While the impacts of COVID-19
presented challenges to all Nova Scotians, persons with disabilities
often experienced more barriers. Throughout 2020–2021,
government continued to find ways to improve the accessibility of
programs and services in response to COVID-19.
In 2020–2021, the Accessibility Directorate continued its work to
identify the impacts of COVID-19 on the disability community. It
worked with all levels of government, stakeholders, and partners
to understand, bring forward, and help address the needs of Nova
Scotians with disabilities. It also looked at how government can
support Nova Scotians with disabilities during the pandemic. Part
of this work included researching and conducting media scans on
this topic.
In March 2020, the Accessibility Directorate emailed
approximately 60 community organizations across the
province, including the Accessibility Advisory Board, to ask
for information about critical issues related to COVID-19
and its impacts on persons with disabilities. The Accessibility
Directorate developed a report titled COVID-19: Responding
to the Needs of Nova Scotians with Disabilities in September
2020 to summarize the issues and show how they have been
addressed by government. Key issues included home care,
access to information, access to technology, training and
access for American Sign Language (ASL) interpreters, access
to food, access to 811 for Video Relay Service and IP Relay
users, and increased anxiety and isolation.
The Accessibility Directorate worked with Community
Services to develop a COVID-19 web page to support Nova
Scotians with disabilities access information and resources.
The Accessibility Directorate worked with Health and
Wellness to identify and address barriers to accessibility for
the COVID-19 immunization rollout.
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The Accessibility Directorate developed the guide “Hosting Accessible Online
Meetings and Events” and led sessions for different groups throughout the
pandemic to build education and awareness on accessible virtual meetings
and events practices.
Communications Nova Scotia staff have been using accessible
communication tools and practices with COVID-19 communications, such
as ASL, Communication Access Realtime Translation, plain language, and
accessible websites. The vaccine rollout campaign included fact sheets using
plain language and visual images to increase accessibility. Communications
Nova Scotia also ensured the Government of nova Scotia COVID-19
website is accessible by design, increasing access to vital health and safety
information for more Nova Scotians.
Education and Early Childhood partnered with LakeCity Works, the Youth
Project, the YWCA, and Getting Everyone Online to support children and
families during COVID-19 to get digital devices, assistive technology,
and access to the Internet. It also provided over $500,000 in grants for
SchoolsPlus and school-based teams across Nova Scotia to help families
immediately access a range of technology-related services and products to
support their participation in school during the pandemic. The funds were
also used to reduce barriers to access a range of community and government
programs.
Health and Wellness continued to extend access to virtual care options
like telephone- and video-conferencing, first announced in March 2020, to
increase access to medical services and professionals for all Nova Scotians,
including persons with disabilities, throughout the pandemic. It also offered
drive-through COVID-19 testing sites, making this service more accessible to
persons with mobility disabilities. When Vision Loss Rehabilitation Canada
closed its Nova Scotia office and suspended in-person client visits, Health
and Wellness offered support for staff to receive training from assistive
technology specialists on virtual platforms like Zoom and FaceTime. Over
3,000 clients received remote training and support in 2020–2021.
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Accessibility Accomplishments
2020–2021
Access by Design 2030
Access by Design 2030 is Nova Scotia’s strategy to make the
province accessible by 2030. It was released to the public in
September 2018.
Access by Design 2030 aims to make all Nova Scotians aware
of the rights of persons with disabilities. It also sets priorities
and actions to remove barriers. It does this to make sure Nova
Scotians with disabilities can fully take part in their communities.
Access by Design 2030 lists the following six priorities for making
Nova Scotia accessible:
1. standards development
2. awareness and capacity building
3. collaboration and support
4. compliance and enforcement
5. monitoring and evaluation
6. Government of Nova Scotia – leading by example
Accessibility standards are being developed in the following areas:
built environment
education
employment
goods and services
information and communication
public transportation and transportation infrastructure
Read a description of the accessibility standards here.
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Access by Design 2030
Accomplishments 2020–2021
Accessibility Standards Development
The first two standard development committees were set up by the Accessibility
Advisory Board in March 2019. These were for the built environment and
education.
Most of the members of these committees are persons with disabilities or
representatives from organizations that support persons with disabilities. The
committees also include other members with experience and expertise in relevant
sectors and representatives from government departments. See Appendix B for a
list of 2020–2021 standard development committee members.
Built Environment Standard Development Committee
The committee held seven meetings in 2020–2021. In the summer of 2020, the first
set of built environment standard recommendations was submitted to the Minister
of Justice. These recommendations addressed gaps in code and safety concerns,
and set the stage for the more technical recommendations that will be coming with
the second set of recommendations. The recommendations were released publicly
on the Accessibility Directorate’s website in January 2021 and cover the following
topic areas:
accessible parking

washrooms

pedestrian facilities

interiors

exterior approaches

emergency systems

site selection

housing and residences

wayfinding and signage

parks and recreation

View the first set of built environment standard recommendations here.
The minister tasked a government interdepartmental working group, made
up of staff from seven integral departments, with reviewing the first set of
recommendations and drafting the proposed standards. The committee’s work is
on track.
The Built Environment Standard Development Committee also drafted its second
set of recommendations. These recommendations are more technical in nature
and build on many of the topic areas that were identified in the first set of
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recommendations. A public consultation was held in March 2021. The committee is
meeting its timelines to submit its recommendations to the Accessibility Advisory
Board in July 2021.
Education Standard Development Committee
The committee held seven meetings in 2020–2021. In the summer of 2020, the first
set of education recommendations was submitted to the Minister of Justice. The
recommendations were not for standards but outlined critical commitments Nova
Scotia’s education system must make to ensure equitable access to education in
Nova Scotia. The recommendations are in the areas of
capacity building
teaching and learning
accessibility services
communication and navigation
research
accountability
View the first set of education recommendations here.
In the fall of 2020, the Education Standards Development Committee began
developing its second set of recommendations. These are more specific and
detailed recommendations for accessibility standards in education. The committee
is making recommendations for public and private early years, elementary,
secondary, and post-secondary education. They are expected to be submitted to
the Minister of Justice in the summer of 2022.
Third Standard Area: Employment
In February 2021, the Accessibility Advisory Board put forward a recommendation
to the Minister of Justice that the third accessibility standard area be employment.
The recommendation has been approved by the minister. The Accessibility Advisory
Board will make recommendations on the fourth standard area in 2021–2022.

Awareness and Capacity Building

In 2020–2021, we continued work to raise awareness about the rights of persons
with disabilities and barriers to participation, and to build capacity in accessibility
across sectors.
Communications Nova Scotia and the Accessibility Directorate made progress
in developing a campaign to raise awareness of accessibility as a human right
and the barriers faced by persons with disabilities. This progress included
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finalizing the campaign concept and objective
engaging stakeholders, including persons with disabilities, to provide
input into the campaign concept
working with persons with disabilities to produce media and creative
content, including videos, digital advertisements, a website, and
photographs, that profiles Nova Scotians with disabilities
In 2020–2021, the Accessibility Directorate began to redevelop Are You
Ready? Nova Scotia’s Guide to Emergency Preparedness, a resource guide
that provides general emergency preparedness information for persons with
disabilities and older adults in Nova Scotia.
Collaboration and Support
In order for Nova Scotia to become an accessible province by 2030, all of us
must work together. We must think of new ways of doing things. We must be
open to change. This includes every sector, organization, community, and area of
government. With this goal in mind, the Accessibility Directorate continued to build
partnerships and collaborate with stakeholders in 2020–2021.
As of April 1, 2021, 49 municipalities, 21 villages, 11 post-secondary institutions,
and 8 regional libraries were prescribed as public sector bodies under the
Accessibility Act. In 2020–2021, prescription dates and timelines for these
requirements were adjusted by one year due to the impacts of COVID-19. Despite
this delay, progress was made. Highlights of what was accomplished in 2020–2021
are provided below.
Prescribed April 1, 2021 – must have accessibility plan
and committee by April 1, 2022
Municipalities, towns, and villages
Universities and Nova Scotia Community College (NSCC)
Regional libraries
Prescribed April 1, 2022 – must have accessibility plan
and committee by April 1, 2023
Housing Nova Scotia
Develop Nova Scotia
Events East
Conseil scolaire acadien provincial
Regional Centres for Education
Atlantic Provinces Special Education Authority
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Nova Scotia Health Authority, IWK Health Cen-tre
Nova Scotia Business Inc.
Innovacorp
Tourism Nova Scotia
Art Gallery of Nova Scotia
Nova Scotia Gaming Corporation
Nova Scotia Liquor Corporation
Nova Scotia Museum

Support for Prescribed Public Sector Bodies
The Accessibility Act says that municipalities, universities, and other organizations
may be prescribed as public sector bodies. Once they are prescribed, they must set
up an accessibility advisory committee and develop an accessibility plan.
In 2020–2021, the Accessibility Directorate developed resources to help prescribed
public sector bodies improve accessibility in their organizations and meet their
obligations under the Accessibility Act. This included presentations and webinars
(including two new recorded webinars on Accessibility Act essentials) hosted on the
Accessibility Directorate web page.
Post-secondary Accessibility Working Group
The Post-secondary Accessibility Working Group consists of representatives from
Nova Scotia’s universities and NSCC, as well as the Department of Labour and
Advanced Education’s Post-secondary Accessibility Services and the Accessibility
Directorate. The working group met four times in 2020–2021.
The Nova Scotia Post-secondary Accessibility Framework was developed
collaboratively by the working group, in consultation with additional staff,
faculty, and students, including the university and NSCC presidents. It creates a
shared vision for accessibility across the sector and sets out common goals and
commitments in accessibility. The framework was endorsed by the Council of Nova
Scotia University Presidents and NSCC in July 2020 and was announced to the
public in December 2020. The commitments in the framework will be implemented
through accessibility plans, which are being developed by each institution.
The Accessibility Directorate provided one-time grant funding to Mount Saint
Vincent University and NSCC to move forward two collaborative commitments
in the provincial framework over the next year. This includes a monitoring and
evaluation framework and resources for awareness and capacity building.
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Nova Scotia Public Libraries
Communities, Culture and Heritage, the Nova Scotia Provincial Library, the regional
library boards, and the Accessibility Directorate continued work to develop a
Regional Library Accessibility Framework. This framework will set out a shared
vision and shared goals, principles, and commitments for accessibility in public
libraries across the province. It was developed in consultation with Nova Scotians
with disabilities. The framework will be used as a tool to guide regional libraries as
they develop their accessibility plans.
Crown Corporations
Five Crown corporations have partnered to form a Crown Accessibility Advisory
Committee: Events East, Develop Nova Scotia, Innovacorp, Nova Scotia Business
Inc., and Tourism Nova Scotia. The committee held monthly meetings to support
the first stages of creating accessibility resources. It is currently recruiting members
for its accessibility advisory committee.
Municipalities
The Municipality of Chester, District of Lunenburg, Town of Mahone Bay, Town of
Lunenburg, and Town of Bridgewater collaborated to create the Lunenburg County
Joint Accessibility Advisory Committee and produced a joint accessibility plan. By
March 2021, this plan had been adopted by each municipal council.
A Kings County Accessibility Advisory Committee was set up with membership
from seven villages, including Aylesford, Canning, Cornwallis Square, Greenwood,
Kingston, New Minas, and Port Williams. A selection process to choose its 16
members has finished and awaits approval from the council of Village Commissions.

Monitoring and Evaluation

Several monitoring and evaluation activities were carried out in 2020–2021, including
developing and populating five databases that support monitoring of the six
Access by Design 2030 priority areas
partnering with Dalhousie University, Engage Nova Scotia, and the
Government of Nova Scotia Outpost for Public Sector Innovation to begin
developing a quality-of-life index for persons with disabilities
participating in the annual Atlantic Quarterly Omnibus Survey to measure
public opinion on accessibility-related issues
completing a rapid evaluation of the standard development committee
process
planning for the first review of the Accessibility Act
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Compliance and Enforcement

In 2020–2021, the Accessibility Directorate, in partnership with the Compliance and
Enforcement Working Group, began developing a compliance and enforcement
framework for the Accessibility Act. This process is collaborative and includes
persons with disabilities, representatives from affected sectors, and Government
of Nova Scotia staff. The framework will take a responsive, restorative, and
collaborative approach to supporting organizations to follow requirements under
the Accessibility Act.

Government of Nova Scotia:
Leading by Example 2020–2021
The Government of Nova Scotia is the province’s largest provider of programs
and services, and a major employer. To meet our goal of becoming an accessible
province by 2030, government must lead by example. Through the Accessibility
Act and Access by Design 2030, all departments have made commitments to be
leaders in accessibility.
The Government of Nova Scotia Accessibility Plan (2018–2021) lists the ways
government can improve accessibility and remove barriers for persons with
disabilities. The plan groups these commitments and actions into five main priority
areas:
1. awareness and capacity building
2. information and communications
3. buildings, infrastructure, and public spaces
4. employment
5. delivery of goods and services

Government of Nova Scotia
Accomplishments 2020–2021
Highlights of what was achieved in 2020–2021 are provided below and do not
represent a complete list of accomplishments.
1. Awareness and Capacity Building
Government continued to increase awareness about accessibility barriers and
the Accessibility Act. Departments continued to improve their abilities to identify,
remove, and prevent barriers that keep persons with disabilities from fully taking
part in their communities.
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Building Government Awareness and Capacity to Become Accessible
The Accessibility Directorate and Public Service Commission (PSC) began to
develop mandatory accessibility training for all government staff. A working
group was established with members from four departments and over 50
per cent first voice representation to begin work to create the content and
delivery model.
The PSC integrated accessibility and disability content, including relevant case
studies, into existing diversity training modules for government employees.
The Office of the Fire Marshal updated its barrier-free training course to
better reflect the Accessibility Act and the goal of an accessible province by
2030. All Nova Scotia Building officials must take this course to receive their
qualifications.
Building Communities’ Awareness and Capacity to Become Accessible
In 2020–2021, government continued to collaborate with communities to help
them move forward on their accessibility goals and priorities.
Communities, Culture and Heritage continued to help businesses and
communities to advance accessibility.
Its Business ACCESS-Ability program provided $1 million to help 30
businesses across Nova Scotia improve accessibility. For example,
Pavia Gallery espresso bar and café used funding to make its parking
area, entrance, and interior more accessible for persons with disabilities.
Its Community ACCESS-Ability program helped fund 100 projects for
community groups to improve accessibility in community facilities. The
Port Morien Wildlife Association was one of 88 community groups to
receive a grant through this program in 2020–2021. The association used
the funding to create an accessible wharf and provide adaptive fishing
gear.
It is investing in a new northern zone inclusion and access specialist, who
provides support to local organizations and businesses and builds
capacity within communities and organizations to improve accessibility.
Municipal Affairs promoted its annual Municipal Innovation Program to
municipalities to encourage them to use it to collaborate and create regional
accessibility plans. The department also promoted the use of its Community
Works Program for municipalities to receive grants up to $25,000 to create
staff positions that support accessibility planning in their communities.
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In March 2021, Municipal Affairs announced changes to the Municipal
Government Act and the Halifax Regional Municipality Charter that will
enable local governments to help businesses become more accessible. These
changes give municipalities across Nova Scotia the ability to provide financial
assistance directly to businesses that are making changes to support
accessibility for persons with disabilities.
2. Information and Communications
Government continued to make sure Nova Scotians with disabilities can receive
and understand the information and communications it delivers.
In 2020–2021, Communications Nova Scotia continued to improve
accessibility in government communications by carrying out accessibility
projects and building internal capacity. This included
having graphic designers, video animators, web designers, and social
media experts research, carry out, and test accessible design best practices
using captioning and ASL in more video productions, and continuing
research on automatic/live captioning software and preferred backdrops
for ASL
continuing to build international accessibility guidelines into the
development of government websites, including improved navigation,
better readability and responsiveness to many devices (including screen
readers), and PDF details to help identify downloadable content, among
others.
Service Nova Scotia and Internal Services (SNS-IS) began developing a new
internal accessibility and information technology intranet site. This site
includes tools and resources on accessible information and communications,
and will be available to all government employees by August 2021.
Education and Early Childhood Development improved the accessibility of
their resources for staff and students as well as department information and
communications by using live automated closed captions, ASL interpretation,
image descriptions and alt text, screen reader-friendly plain text, accessible
graphic creation, and video subtitles.
Lands and Forestry launched an updated Provincial Parks website that
describes accessible park experiences, such as accessible infrastructure and
available adaptive equipment.
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3. Buildings, Infrastructure, and Public Spaces
In 2020–2021, government continued to work across departments to make sure
government-owned and -operated buildings, offices, and public spaces across the
province are accessible.
Buildings
In 2020–2021, Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal made efforts to
increase accessibility of publicly owned and leased buildings. This included
compiling a list of provincially owned and leased spaces to catalogue and
prioritize the assessment of buildings for accessibility
updating the Accessibility Audit Tool and Handbook to support the
accessibility audit process on buildings that government owns and leases
conducting accessibility audits on nine government-owned buildings to
pilot and evaluate the new Accessibility Audit Handbook and inform
broader plans
The Office of the Fire Marshal, under the Municipal Affairs, facilitated an
amendment to the Nova Scotia Building Code Regulations that supports
accessibility in restaurants. This included aligning regulations with the Nova
Scotia Human Rights Tribunal decision that requires all new restaurants to
include washrooms that are accessible to persons who use wheelchairs.
Through the Greenhouse Gas Stream of Infrastructure Canada’s Investing
in Canada Infrastructure Program, Energy and Mines requires projects
to identify whether the highest published accessibility standard, code,
or by-laws in the jurisdiction will be met or exceeded for public-facing
infrastructure.
Parks and Recreation
Fisheries and Aquaculture added an accessible fishing platform and
connector pathway at John Bernard Croak Memorial Park in Glace Bay.
This increases the total number of sites under the Barrier Free Access to
Sportfishing Sites program to 22.
Lands and Forestry continued to make progress in increasing accessibility of
provincial parks, beaches, and campgrounds. Examples include
creating a new accessible park office building with a gender-neutral
washroom at Blomidon Provincial Park
updating several comfort stations, washrooms, and vault toilets so they
are accessible, including facilities at The Islands Provincial Park, Battery
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Provincial Park, Gulf Shore Provincial Park, Port Maitland Beach Provincial
Park, Ellenwood Lake Provincial Park, Heather Beach Provincial Park, Lake
O’Law Provincial Park, and St. Anns Provincial Park
creating two new accessible campsites and a new accessible campers’
shelter at Amherst Shore Provincial Park
partnering with CNIB to improve accessibility of signage and create more
inclusive programming at the Shubenacadie Wildlife Park
4. Employment
Government continued to remove barriers that keep Nova Scotians with disabilities
from finding work within government, including existing and future employees. It
also continued to support accessible employment practices, workplaces, and training opportunities.
Employment Pathways
In 2020–2021, Labour and Advanced Education made several efforts to
improve employment pathways for persons with disabilities, including
starting to cover tuition to inclusive post-secondary education university
programs for students with intellectual and developmental disabilities
enrolling 87 youth with disabilities from Halifax Cohort 1 into NPower
Canada’s 15-week IT training program. Of the 87 participants, 85 per cent
completed the training.
expanding opportunities for students with disabilities to take part in the
Higher Education Branch’s work-integrated learning program, which
provides paid work experiences to students with disabilities in their fields
of study. In 2020–2021, 50 students with disabilities took part in the
program.
adding incentives to the Youth Employment Program’s work-integrated
learning program to encourage employers to hire persons with disabilities
and other marginalized people. The Co-op Education Incentive saw an
increase of students with disabilities participating, from 11 to 21, over a
two-year period.
Community Services, through its Disability Support Program, created a
new employee referral incentive in partnership with African Nova Scotian
community organizations. The incentive is intended to increase the number
of African Nova Scotians with disabilities taking part in the program.
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Employment Policy and Planning
In 2020–2021, the Nova Scotia Apprenticeship Agency began updating its
Diversity and Inclusion Framework to inform equity and inclusion practices. It
includes an accessibility lens.
Labour and Advanced Education’s Technical Safety Division has started its
action plan to develop and carry out a policy that makes sure registration
practices for professional licensing and certification are fair, transparent,
and inclusive for persons with disabilities. This policy will apply to the five
professions regulated by the Safety Branch.
Advancing Accessible Hiring Practices
In 2020–2021, Community Services reviewed its hiring processes to identify
and remove barriers for persons with disabilities. This included auditing
recruitment procedures and past competitions, and conducting a survey
related to creating diverse hiring panels. Community Services also continued
its partnership with Easter Seals to hire two persons with intellectual
disabilities as full-time employees.
5. Delivery of Goods and Services
Government continued to make sure Nova Scotians with disabilities have equitable
access to the goods and services it delivers.
The Accessibility Directorate partnered with Dalhousie University’s
Management Without Borders program to conduct research to inform
options for improving navigation services for persons with disabilities in Nova
Scotia.
SNS-IS partnered with the Accessibility Directorate to share the most up-todate information on accessible services and programs with public enquiries
operators to make sure they have the information they need to support calls
about accessibility and disability. The provincial contact centre logged 300
calls about accessibility in 2020–2021.
SNS-IS made progress in promoting accessibility in government procurement
processes. This includes
reviewing other jurisdictions to find promising accessible procurement
practices
developing mandatory accessibility training for procurement staff and
training material for client departments and suppliers
adding accessibility-related categories and service providers, as needed,
in the government procurement system when securing vendors
21

The Digital Services team through SNS-IS continued to build inclusion and
accessibility into digital service design processes to support an inclusive- and
accessible-by-design approach. This includes
embedding accessibility into final digital service standards and the steps
to design and deliver digital services
hosting ongoing educational sessions with persons with disabilities,
subject matter experts, and leading jurisdictions to enhance staff
understanding of inclusion and accessibility. Over 300 people have
attended these sessions and there have been more than 80 views of the
recordings.
introducing an advanced electronic queuing and appointment booking
system with clear accessibility choices for clients needing in-person visits
to Access Nova Scotia centres across the province
Labour and Advanced Education provided funding to Deaf Literacy Nova
Scotia to create literacy and essential skills programming for the Deaf
community.
Education and Early Childhood Development removed barriers and increased
access to education services, including
offering tele-education through the Zoom platform, allowing school-based
specialists to provide confidential and secure virtual services to students
as needed. It also provided students and families with a flexible,
accessible option for virtual learning. Since June 2020, there have been
over 23,179 virtual meetings and counselling sessions held over this
platform, with over 118,218 participants.
working with The Youth Project, which supports 2SLGBTQIA+ students,
to develop engaging and accessible educational resources for all students,
addressing specific intersections of queerness and other identities such as
race, faith, and disability
providing professional learning opportunities, including Summer Learning
Academy 2020 sessions, related to increasing accessibility for staff and
students.
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Moving Forward 2021–2022
Key priorities moving ahead into 2021–2022 include the following:
The Accessibility Act requires a comprehensive review of the
effectiveness of the act and the accessibility standards. This
review will begin in 2021.
Work will begin to develop Nova Scotia’s third accessibility
standard in employment. This will include recruiting
members of the employment standard development
committee and carrying out a jurisdictional scan, a literature
review, and community consultation to inform the work of
the committee.
The Built Environment Standard Development Committee
will finalize and submit the second set of standard
recommendations for approval from the Accessibility
Advisory Board.
In the fall of 2021, the Accessibility Advisory Board will make
its recommendation to the minister on the fourth standard
area, with development to begin in 2022–2023.
The Accessibility Directorate and Communications Nova
Scotia will launch the initial phase of a multi-year public
awareness campaign that seeks to raise awareness of
accessibility as a human right.
The Interdepartmental Committee on Accessibility, with
support from the Accessibility Directorate, will develop
government’s second accessibility plan, which will span
2022–2025.
The Accessibility Directorate will work with the Executive
Council Office to finalize and begin implementing a
compliance and enforcement framework for the Accessibility
Act. The heart of the framework is education and is based
on a restorative and responsive approach that will include
collaboration with other departments and organizations.
The Accessibility Directorate will continue to collaborate with
prescribed public sector bodies as they develop accessibility
plans and set up accessibility advisory committees.
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The Accessibility Directorate will continue to work with other partners,
including community organizations, Engage Nova Scotia, the Nova Scotia
Status of Women, and others, to advance accessibility.
The Accessibility Directorate will continue to work with government
departments and organizations that support persons with disabilities to offer
supports and solutions related to removing barriers that resulted because of
COVID-19.
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Appendix A:
Government of Nova Scotia
Accessibility Plan (2018–2021)
2020–2021 Progress Report
Awareness and Capacity Building
Strengthen capacity within departments to champion
diversity and inclusion, including accessibility and
disabilities issues across government.

Ongoing

Develop new training offerings within the Public Service
Commission Learning Environment specific to accessibility
and disability issues.

In Progress

Continue to enhance policy analysis and program
development, including building an accessibility
framework for assessment of policy/program
development initiatives.

In Progress

Build capacity among Communications Nova Scotia
staff to ensure they can support departmental clients to
build accessibility into their communications products
and deliverables.
Develop and implement public awareness programs
(internal and external) to build awareness around the
Accessibility Act, barriers to accessibility, and what an
accessible Nova Scotia means.
Work with (support) public sector organizations
prescribed under the Accessibility Act to develop and
implement accessibility plans and accessibility advisory
committees.

Ongoing

In Progress

Ongoing

Information and Communications
Complete a review of communications policies, procedures,
and practices to improve accessibility and ensure they are
not creating barriers to accessibility.

In Progress

Implement a phased launch of a more user-centric government
website, beginning in 2018–2019. The website will be accessible
in line with the international standards (WCAG 2.0 AA) and
augmented with user experience best practices.

In Progress
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Conduct a review of industry standards for ICT services, policies, practices, and
procedures and leverage this information to promote accessibility in the design,
development, and implementation of new ICT services, products, and systems.

In Progress

Buildings, Infrastructure, and Public Spaces
Conduct a review of existing occupied spaces to determine accessibility issues
and priorities and develop an action plan to achieve accessibility in Government of
Nova Scotia-owned and -leased premises by 2030.

In Progress

Incorporate clauses into new Government of Nova Scotia leases for occupied spaces
that stipulate landlords must meet the current Nova Scotia Building Code accessibility
requirements.

Completed

Initiate standards development processes and develop initial accessibility standards
for Nova Scotia (built environment).

Completed

Make improvements to provincial parks, beaches, and campgrounds to ensure that
more services are accessible.

Completed

Increase the number of barrier-free sportfishing sites across the province and
advertise sites to the public. This includes expanding support under the Nova Scotia
Sportfish Habitat Fund for projects that improve public access to sportfishing areas,
including barrier-free access to fishing sites.

Completed

Employment
Investigate establishment of a centralized system within the Government of Nova Scotia
to better support managers and employees across the public service with respect to
accessibility and disability. This will also include analysis of re-establishing a centralized
accommodations fund within the Government of Nova Scotia.

In Progress

Review recruitment and selection training materials for hiring managers and ensure
that content reflects topics specific to the recruitment, selection, and hiring of persons
with disabilities into the public service of Nova Scotia.

Completed

Work with the Nova Scotia Works employment services system to develop a diversity
and inclusion plan that will incorporate accessibility into the provision of employment
programs and service delivery. In addition, build the capacity of employer engagement
specialists to provide support to employers in developing inclusive and accessible
workplaces.

In Progress

Support the development of an accommodations application for employers, developed
by Saint Mary’s University’s Inclusion by Design partnership.

Completed
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Delivery of Goods and Services
Develop a government-wide accessible customer service policy with aim to ensuring
consistency in accessible customer service across Government of Nova Scotia.

In Progress

Ensure our public enquiries operators are equipped with information on services
related to accessibility and disability.

Completed

Embed inclusion and accessibility into digital service design processes and ensure
an inclusive- and accessible-by-design approach.

Completed

Promote accessibility in procurement processes undertaken by the Government of
Nova Scotia. This will include developing resource materials for departments to
assist in identifying and including accessibility requirements in tenders for goods
and services purchased by the Government of Nova Scotia.

Completed

Explore the establishment of accessibility navigators to assist persons with
disabilities in accessing information and services.

In Progress
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Appendix B:
Accessibility Advisory Board
and Standards Development
Committee Members
Accessibility Advisory Board
(2020)

Douglas Foster, Chair
Rosalind Penfound, Vice-chair
Barry Abbott
Cynthia Bruce
Linda Campbell
David Caswell
Alexander Peeler
Warren (Gus) Reed
Kevin Russell
Marcie Shwery-Stanley
Anne Sinclair

New Accessibility Advisory Board
(as of February 2021)

Rosalind Penfound, Chair, reappointed
David Caswell, Vice-chair, reappointed
Cynthia Bruce, reappointed
Linda Campbell
Marcie Shwery-Stanley, reappointed
Anne Sinclair, reappointed
Andrew Jantzen, newly appointed
Birgit Elssner, newly appointed
Ellen Johnson, newly appointed
Jenny-Rachel Lind, newly appointed
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Education Standards Development Committee
(2020–2021)

Rosalind Penfound, Chair
Dartmouth
Cynthia Bruce, Vice-chair
Assistant Professor, Department of Creative Arts Therapies,
Concordia University, Kentville
Annie Baert
Director, Student Services,
Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, Dartmouth
Denise Cameron
Department Head, Learning Centre and Resource,
Chignecto Central Regional Centre for Education, Truro
Linda Campbell (until June 2020)
Professor, School of Environment,
Saint Mary’s University, Halifax
Jacqueline Côté
Manager, Accessible Learning,
Cape Breton University, Sydney Forks
Alice Evans
Executive Director, Prescott Group, Halifax
Mary Goya
Manager, Policy and Planning,
Department of Labour and Advanced Education, Dartmouth
Sheila Jamieson
Classroom teacher, Atlantic Provinces Special Education Authority, Halifax
Diane Johnson-Snook
Program Co-ordinator, Achieve Program,
Nova Scotia Community College, Port Hawkesbury
Alex LeBlanc
Retired tradesperson, human rights advocate, Wolfville
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Chrissi Lynch
Co-ordinator of Student Services,
Strait Regional Centre for Education, Queensville
Patricia Monaghan
Executive Director,
Nova Scotia Early Childhood Development Intervention Services, Halifax
Adela N’Jie
Student Services Co-ordinator, Conseil scolaire acadien provincial, Dartmouth
Kevin Penny
Equipment Grants Co-ordinator, Post-secondary Accessibility Services,
Department of Labour and Advanced Education, Halifax
Cornelia Schneider
Associate Professor, Faculty of Education,
Mount Saint Vincent University, Porters Lake
David Steele
Registrar, Dexter Institute Private Career College, Lower Sackville
Sue Taylor-Foley
Executive Director, Innovation, Programs and Services,
Department of Education and Early Childhood Development, Chester
Matt Walsh
Accessibility mentor and advocate, Subway employee, Upper Tantallon
Barbara Welsford
Assistive Technology Specialist, South Shore Regional Centre for Education,
Mahone Bay
Jillian Wood (as of August 2020)
Classroom teacher, Chignecto Central Regional Centre for Education, Hastings
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Built Environment Standards
Development Committee
(2020–2021)

Laurie Cranton, Chair
Councillor, Municipality of the County of Inverness, Margaree Centre
Ramzi Kawar, Vice-chair
Director, Greening and Sustainable Business Practices
Paul Burt
Manager, Building, Planning and Licensing, Cape Breton Regional Municipality, Sydney
Douglas Foster
Planning Specialist, New Dawn Enterprises, Sydney River
Mohammad Harb
Trained architect, community volunteer, Halifax
Donna Hoar
Vice-president, Grey Cardinal Management Inc., Mineville
Andrew Jantzen
Research Assistant, Electronic Technologist, Nova Scotia Community College, Halifax
Megan Gainer
Architect, RHAD Architects, Dartmouth
Earl MacKenzie
Director, Public Works, Town of New Glasgow, New Glasgow
Sheena Moore
Senior Architect, Department of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal, Halifax
Allison Moz
Way-finding Partner, Co-owner, eyecandy SIGNS Inc., Halifax
Peter Polley
Founder and President, POLYCORP Group, Halifax
Jennifer Powley
Urban Planner, Halifax
Joseph Rogers
Building Code Co-ordinator, Department of Municipal Affairs, Timberlea
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Ross Sampson
Retired production supervisor, Beaver Bank
Saira Shah
Planner, Municipality of the District of West Hants, Lower Sackville
Gordie Snook
General Manager, Facilities and Operations, Town of Port Hawkesbury, Port
Hawkesbury
Johanna Stork
Certified Orientation and Mobility Specialist, Vision Loss Rehabilitation Nova Scotia,
Halifax
Hannah Wood
Owner, Fulcrum Accessibility Consulting, Halifax
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